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20100630 – Q, Q, Q, Q, Q, Q 
 

 

Wednesday – Escape at last, but to be fair the weather in the UK for the last week or so 
has been pretty, pretty, pretty good.  

How can the airports create so many queues. 5 queues to board a plane. It’s just 
misery. Have they never heard of process re-engineering? They, the growing security 
check industry, are just screwing flying right back into the dark ages. New threat = new 
check / inconvieniance added. No-one ever removes the check. Look at Manchester 
airport. Because a car crashed into a Scottish airport they have now put massive 
barriers in front of the terminal and created drop off hell. Surely there is a simpler 
solution rather than a knee jerk reaction. 

Then you get the silly questions as you board the plane “since you came through 
security have you purchased anything other than from the airport shops?”! No-one has 
yet been able to explain to me how you could do such a thing. 

Manchester to Philidelphia with US Airways. Kneecaps and elbows in your mouth and 
for godsake don’t try and read a newspaper – not much leg room – cabin crew 
especially recruited for their miserable demeanour – heaven forbid they smile. But 
compared to the airport it’s just shear heaven. 

Then at Philly – cream cheese capital I think, someone buy them a new bell – the 
queues for customs are worse than then a dole office queue from the 1960’s. The one 
consolation is that the queues for US residents are just as bad. Yet another letter to 
Obama – does you want visitors? 

Flight to Las Vegas with US Airways is great, plenty of leg room and staff who know 
how to smile. 

Then we have the taxi from the airport. 1.7 miles to the hotel and this jester manages 
to clock up 4.6 miles. I keep asking why we are circling the airport like a aircraft in the 
landing stack; Wendy says oh leave it; bill comes to $23; I suggest we renegotiate or I 
complain to licensing authority; he accepts $15; Wendy cringes; grumpy old Brits strike 
one for customer power; I’m still tempted to rat him out to licensing authorites. 

Hotel – Desert Rose Resort – is just great. We’re not to enamoured with our room, not 
sunny enough. Point out that coming from the UK we’ve not seen the sun for 6 months. 
No problem change room with sunny balcony and view of the Hooters pool – no they’re 
not toplessL. Staff all smile and are friendly and 30 minutes into our stay we get a call 
to check if everything is ok and to our liking. So for £45 a night we get a 1 bedroom 
suite, with lounge, dinning area and full kitchen; free wifiJ; free breakfast; free happy 



2 hours each eveningJ and staff who are pleasant and helpful. Perhaps it’s all down to 
a slogan on their white board “going above and beyond”. If you go to Las Vegas 
remember Occams razor – “it is vain to do with more than that which you can do with 
less” – and stay at this place. It’s 1 block off the strip – a real blessing. We’ve stayed at 
a suite in the Luxor and this place is so much better at a fraction of the price.   

20100701 – Las Vegas Again 
 

 

Thursday – clear blue sky CBS and very hot 106F. We’re up bright and early due to 
body clock revolt. Breakfast at 06:00, is this a holiday.  

Never mind we’ll have a relaxing day just a gentle stroll along the top of the strip. Then 
some genius with more trainers than brains suggest we lunch at the Venetian, it’s not 
much further. Four hours walking later we get back from our leisurely stroll! At 106F 
Wendy’s wilting badly in this heat. At breakfast she was wanting to come back and have 
2 full days here L; by the end of our marathon she’s decided “let’s not come here 
again”J. 

In the evening we take a short leisurely stroll to Mandalay Bay for the all you can eat 
buffet dinner – gluttons for punishment, never mind the food. 

Friday – CBS day. We drive over to Flagstaff, Arizona. A mere 260 miles, takes 5 hours 
thanks to the Hoover dam security. Now just remember we’re in USA, where they never 
seem to employ 1 person when 2 or more can do; or when a sign or other labour 
saving device will do. It takes 50 minutes to do the last 4 miles before the Hoover dam. 
Why because of a so called security check. 50 minutes for someone to smile and say 
“have a nice day sir” at least they smiled, or were they laughing? I wouldn’t mind there 
were two of them. I think the second one must have been a supervisor making sure he 
said it right. Of course had they split the traffic into two lanes and each stretched their 
vocal cords to say “have a nice day sir” then the queue could have been halved – 
another letter to Obama needed.   

The rest of the journey is very pleasant even if we do see some clouds and have all of 
10 seconds of rain. 

20100703 – 3rd July Celebrations 
 

 

Saturday – CBS day. After a typical Comfort Suites all American “hot” breakfast – fresh 
waffles of course – we set off for a visit to Flagstaff. Nowhere to park but it soon 
becomes apparent why. 



Now I guess most are a tad confused by the title. No 
wonder we couldn’t park, we’d run into the 4th July 
parade. I’m confused, isn’t it the 3rd? Wendy’s not seen 
Eastenders for 3 days so she’s no idea what day it is. 
Is this an age thing? No it seems that they couldn’t 
wait and decided to have their parade early. Anyway 
we’re lucky and catch about three quarters of it. Boy 
it’s a big one. 2 hours later the last stragglers finish the 
parade. 

It was good to see the Brits (can I say that or is it politically incorrect – am I bothered) 
in the parade, dressed in old British uniforms and firing off a real musket every 50 yards 
– that sure rattled your teeth and woke everyone up. Are we taking this country back? 
It’s a fascinating mix of floats, everything from old tractors; old cars; political 
protestors; dancers; bands; people touting for political office; judges touting for votes 
through to the inevitable gay pride. 

Then we drive down Oak Creek Canyon, somewhat tortuous but what stunning scenery. 
This road then opens out to the stunning Red Rocks of Sedona, we’d both forgot how 
beautiful it is down here – breathtaking. 

Finally arrive at our house swap. Wow! The place is fantastic, like most things in 
America it’s massive and has everything you could possibly need. There’s fresh plums 
just waiting to be picked and other home grown veg, more colourful birds than runners 
in a marathon, none of your common birds either. The views from the lounge are 
awesome. It’s a real home from home. Our hosts Nat and Paul are there to greet us, 
we’re instantly made to feel at home and it’s as if we’ve known them for years. If this is 
house swapping then it’s amazing that all us silver shufflers aren’t doing it. 

Sunday – CBS day yet again. From now on I’m not going 
to bother boring you and wasting ink on the weather, I’ll 
let you know when it’s not a hot CBS day. 

Paul takes me a drive around the area to point out all 
the places of interest; the hide aways known only by the 
locals; best restaurants, especially Mexican; the best 
bagels; the best sandwich shops; cafes and those all-
important wifi cafes. 

Then we’re all off to the rodeoJ. Have a great lunch on the way and arrive just in time 
for the start and get plum parking positions. What can I say about the rodeo, it’s just 
action packed, especially the bull riding which is immediately supported by a blood 
wagon pulling up just in case – didn’t notice any ambulance chasing solicitors though. 



Fortunately there’s ONLY one casualty. How these 
guys survive is a mystery, I bet they can’t get health 
care insurance. The place is packed and the 
atmosphere is electrifying. 

After the rodeo we go to an old saloon for a drink – 
any minute now Wyatt Earp, John Wayne or Steve 
McQueen (they actually shot one of his films in her) is 
going to burst through the swing doors for shot of red 

eye.  

Of course Wendy’s managed to sniff out yet another market – joy. Paul and I dutifully 
follow in Nat and Wendy’s wake. 

Finding a place for dinner isn’t as easy as usual as it is now truly the 4th, but we get to 
a great US diner “Trader Joes” – fantastic atmosphere, shakes and burgers – beats 
stingy French gourmet food portions anytime. 

20100705 - Relaxed 
 

 

Monday – Nat and Paul our hosts hit the road today, 
they’re off to New Mexico to do two weeks volunteer 
work (that four letter word again) at a mission there. 
We’re left here in Sedona in their lovely home, just 
look at those views. 

I nip down to the coffee shop in the village, great 
views of the red rocks of Sedona, an infinitely deep 
coffee cup and free wifi. Download emails and pick up 
some Eastenders for Wendy. 

By the time we get ready it’s lunch time and it’s supermarket day – joy. It’s so hot we 
have to take a cool box half full of ice to put meats in, 
otherwise the heat will get them. By now I’m really 
learning, park cars in shade or at least boot to the 
sun. Got some great bagels. 

Tuesday – today we saw a cloud today on the distant 
horizon. 

Walk down to the coffee shop, even at 08:30 it’s very 
hot. Leisurely morning back at “home” sat just inside 
the garage taking in the stunning views of Courthouse 
(on the right is the view from the lounge) and Castle rock (on the left view from the 



dining room); bird watching, blue jay keeps sweeping down and nicking the peanuts, 
while Daddy quail keeps a watchful eye over his family; coffee; reading; pick a few 

fresh plums off just one of the fruit trees in the garden, 
there is also a peach tree but unfortunately they are not 
ready to harvest, grapes ,strawberries and lots of 
lettuce. 

After lunch we drive into Sedona. The library has books, 
DVD’s and wifi, then it’s a walk around Sedona, a 
merchandising feast you can hardly move for tee shirts. 

Now I think we’re all aware of the vast open spaces in America and the land of 
opportunity that encourages small businesses.Two businesses I found fascinating, 
Santa Land in the middle of the dessert – now closed down; adult books and movies 
(no I didn’t nip in to check, but if anyone wants the location just email me). Amazing 
both of these businesses on the main highway in the middle of nowhere! 

 

  

 

20100707 – Birds Paradise 
 

 

Wednesday – actually a few clouds around today but still hot.  



On the left we have Daddy Quail (California Quail) 
watching his family.  

Have a power walk to the coffee shop and an hour 
at one with my netbook. 

Then set off for a drive into Prescott, home of the world’s oldest rodeo and a decent hat 
shop. On the way we encounter what must have been 
the lawmen’s annual summer get together, 6 police / 
sheriffs / highway patrol cars within a 20 mile stretch all 
tensed up and waiting to pounce in order to fill their daily 
ticket quota. How does Arizona afford it or are they paid 
commission only on tickets? 

At long last I get a new cowboy hat to replace the one 
Wendy trashed. Up to now I’d been offered one size fits 
all hats, the mind boggles. Perhaps they ride up with 
wear or shrink in the sun according to some secret formula!  

After Prescott and too many shops we drive back along a switchback road through the 
mountains to have a look at Jerome, what was a ghost town with a spirit room saloon. 
There might be something in it as Wendy had a distinct feeling of deja vue as we drove 
past. Don’t despair we’ve not turned into some new age hippies, or in our case old age. 
We’d been through it last time we were here.  

On the right we have the cheeky Western Scrub Jay who swoops down, even when 
you’re around, to pick up the peanuts. 

Meanwhile the job creation continues by employing people to stand on the pavement 
holding / waving billboards. Then absurdity takes over as I try to buy some beer and 
need to provide photo Id or my date of birth – get real do I really look so young. 

Thursday – a bit cloudy today but still very hot and plenty of sun. Woken early by the 
sound of a wood pecker  (could it be the Ladder-Backed or Downy Woodpecker). Early 



morning walk to the coffee shop to battle with the VPN / Proxy server (nerds rule ok) in 
order to get BBC iPlayer – I wouldn’t mind I’m a license payer so why should I have to 
jump through IP hops.  

Back home for coffee and bird watching from the garage. There are so many here and 
it’s taking us ages to identify them. On the left we have a House Finch. 

After lunch we visit some of the galleries and arty shops in town. I’m petrified walking 
around some of these, just a minor slip and $10,000 worth of art is broken. 

Then we go for coffee at the “Wildflower Bread Company”. Last time we were in 
Sedona we had lunch there and met Nat and Paul, hence our house swap, this time the 
young guy there gives us free tea and coffee – his good deed for the day. At this rate 
we’ll be going there every day – highly recommend it. 

On the right we have the Lesser Spotted Shopper. 

Fantastic TV, they have “Curb Your Enthusiasm” on every weekday evening. Just one 
minor issue with it, they repeat the same programme every night. Really helps you get 
into it and beats the hell out of UK stingy repeats – unbelievable! 

20100709 – Bird Spotting 
 

 

Friday – wow a few clouds around today, but mainly hot and sunny. 

In the afternoon we do the Verde Canyon railway, all 
very civilized with running commentary on the valley 
and the wildlife. It was first class all the way with 
champagne, nibbles / lunch and comfortable sofas. 
Even saw a couple of bald eagles and a bald eagles 
nest. I’d put the picture of the eagle in flight but it’s 
just a spec in the distance – must be all of 10 by 3 
pixels. 



Meet some interesting Americans ranging from “Blackberry man” who couldn’t leave his 
phone alone and had lost the ability to communicate other than by Blackberry; through 
to “Coors woman” who was having a great time emptying Coors bottles. 

Saturday – we’re up at 05:30 to go on the guided bird walk at 07:00 in Red Rock state 
park. The guide was a real enthusiastic volunteer, great to be doing something you’re 
really passionate about.  

Walk was very interesting, with someone who could at least identify the birds, unlike us 
two who just didn’t have a clue. Being virgin birders 
we turn up with no binoculars, fortunately for us they 
loan you really good quality binoculars, otherwise it 
would have been a black dot walk. Saw 19 different 
birds (fear not I’m not going to name or go into 
raptures on all of them), 3 deer and 3 Javelina (wild 
boar) and we now know what birds we have in the 
garden – well worth the effort. Worrying what us 
“silver shufflers” find for amusement – could train / 
plane spotting be next on my Bucket List? 

After lunch we walk down to the coffee shop for wifi, coffee and live guitar music – 
imagine that in a Blackburn café, someone would probably complain it’s against their 
religion, knowing our loony council they’d take it serious and impose a ban! While I 
drink coffee and do whatever us nerds do on the net, Wendy wonders off around the 
shops muttering that it’s too hot and there aren’t many shops. 

Miraculously Wendy’s now gone nearly two weeks without Eastenders. There’s no signs 
of withdrawal symptoms – could this be a breakthrough – or is the fact that I’m 
downloading them at the coffee shop acting a bit like Methadone and helping to calm 
the shakes and cravings of withdrawal? 

Y  
This is going to become a new feature of my blog when I come across strange behavior 
or issues that don’t quite qualify for the “Soup of the Day” blog, they’ve not hacked me 
off enough, but I feel I need to get it off my chest. There’s plenty of material. 

Why has a 1 month hose pipe ban been imposed in the Northwest of England? The rain 
capital of the country, we seem to get more rainy days than any other region in 
England. Even Noah would feel at home. We should be selling the water to the rest of 



England and that would give us a GDP like an Arab oil state. When all said and done we 
have to suffer it.  

Consider, here in Sedona it is arid semi- desert. Is there a hose pipe ban here? If there 
is everyone is ignoring it, the sprinklers come on every evening; a youngster is 
employed on the building site to spray water, from a hose pipe no less, onto the soil 
just to keep the dust down; the golf courses are watered daily. How come they can 
manage in arid semi-dessert with only 450 mm rain per annum and so much sun to 
evaporate any water, yet the Northwest with 1250 mm per annum and no sun can’t? 
Unbelievable!  

 

20100711 – Hiking In A Sauna 
 

 

Sunday – overnight we had thunder, lightning and 
quite a downpour, not that here is any evidence of the 
rain when we get up. Bit of a late start today. We set 
off for a short hike around Bell Rock at about 10:00. 
It’s just like walking in a sauna, you even get that 
burnt wood assault on the back of your nose as you 
breathe. It’s stunning scenery though, but after 90 
minutes in this heat we give up. Moral is to go hiking 
at 07:00 or 08:00 in the morning or evening time. 

Interesting listening to a young kid walk by who explains to his Mum that the strange 
noise from the rocks is down to the aliens living up 
there in a place especially built for them by the 
government – childhood imagination – sounds a bit 
like our government always ready to go that extra 
mile to welcome foreigners. 

The Bell Rock is supposed to be a vortex site. An 
Indian spiritual site, certainly had no effect on me or 
Wendy. Mind you Wendy was just melting again. At 
least I’ve found a cure for her hot sweats, it’s that hot 
outside she doesn’t notice them, were she to have 
one it would probably cool her down. 

After lunch it’s the weekly shop – joy. I select the wine, then do the nerdy thing by 
disappearing to the coffee shop for coffee, wifi and live music again – a  man’s got to 
do… 



Meanwhile 
talking of wine 
I’m really 
beginning to 
wonder 
whether us 
silver shufflers 
are really losing 
the plot. Bird 
walks are one 
thing but now I’m trying white wine – Pinot Grigio 

– it’ll be Horlicks or hot milk at bedtime next. Sadly I have to admit it was excellent. 

Monday – it’s that worldwide phenomena of bin day today, yes they’re all dutifully lined 
up, one significant difference is that at the end of the day you can’t tell they’ve been, 
not a scrap of rubbish on the road. I should have taken a photograph for our bin men 
to prove that it can be done.  

We arrive at Montezumas Well by 08:00, we’ve learnt the lesson.  This is a mysterious 
crater like lake that pumps out at least a million gallons of fresh water every day. By 
09:30 the Turkey vultures are out circling us just in case we expire. 

Then we go up to Fort Verde, which was built in 1870 to protect the settlers from the 
Indians. It’s not like your typical fort you see in the movies but a series of houses built 
around a parade ground. Actually they look pretty comfortable and it’s amazing to think 
that it was only 140 years ago that this land was being  “acquired” from the Indians 
and settled. 

After that we drive up to Page Springs nature reserve and fish hatchery. More bird 
walks, but it’s a bit too hot for them, followed by a luxury picnic by the creek. I can see 
a pair of binoculars being an essential purchase – we are getting truly sad, it’ll be a 
label maker next! 

Finally get my stroll down to the coffee shop for my nerdy fix in the afternoon. The 
coffee shops a real meeting place / community centre, there’s us nerds with everything 
from minute netbooks to giant laptops that must have been brought in by wheelbarrow; 
women knitting and chatting; couples playing cards – no it’s not like Vegas; businesses 
planning their campaigns; firemen relaxing before the next forest fire; people reading; 
people just people watching.  All so very relaxing. When you talk to the locals in the 
coffee shop it’s so funny to hear them wanting rain and clouds – send them to Belthorn 
for a month that’ll cure them. 



Y  
Have you ever wondered why when you’re travelling cattle class on an airplane it’s a 
security threat for us plebes in the back to use the toilets in business or first class? I 
certainly have. Could it be that cattle class passengers have explosive or combustible 
excrement, unlikely as it would still wreck the plane even in cattle class; could it be that 
a terrorist bomber is more effective in the toilets closer to the cockpit, but then I 
assume these terrorists can afford a first class ticket for their last trip; could it be that 
terrorists need a more spacious toilet to do their dastardly deed, but then first class tick 
argument applies. Any suggestions as to why? 

Why can’t they just be honest and announce “will all you plebes in cattle class to keep 
to your own minuscule toilets and not use the luxury ones paid for by first and business 
class passengers”.    

20100713 – Red Rock Crossing 
 

 

Tuesday – early start again by 08:30 we’re at the Red 
Rock Crossing. This is one of the most famous pictures 
in the US, it featured in some John Wayne and other 
cowboy movies – whatever happened to the cowboy 
movies? Where’s the Lone Ranger and his faithful 
Indian scout Tonto, these youngsters don’t know what 
they’ve missed. Anyway it’s a shallow crossing over 
Oak Creek with the stunning Cathedral rock in the 
background. In case you can’t tell, the person tottering 
on the wobbly plank is Wendy – my she was brave. 

The park is lovely and there’s even a so called beach and swimming hole where the 
locals go for an early morning dip – best to avoid 
Monday though as that’s ecoli day. Good place for a 
leisurely read if you can find a shaded spot. We also 
manage to spot, photograph and even identify some 
more birds. This is becoming an obsession, we’ll be 
joining the RSPB next. 

Well after a hot but stunning day I’m sat on the deck 
doing the nerdy things like this blog and now 
watching the colourful birds come and feed – it’s just 
so relaxing 



Wednesday – 
after a 
breakfast of 
superb bagels, 
along with 
home grown / 
home made 
plum jam – this 
house swap is a 
real home from 
home, we’re spoilt - we have another early start 

and up to Sliding Rock state park. As its name suggests there are rocks you can slide 
down, similar to Reno but a lot more aggressive on the wallet - $20 to get in and risk 
an risk an ecoli mouth wash. We’re rewarded with yet another colourful bird to add to 
our list – Steller’s JayI have to say it’s all very pretty, like an ideal Disney natural water 
park set, by 10:00 it’s teeming with families. By 12:00 they normally close the park 
gates as it’s too full. 

Isn’t evolution a marvellous thing when you see how pot bellies have evolved for the 
tourist to rest their giant cameras on, complete with those gigantic telephoto / phallus 
extensions. 

After that we do a tour and photo shoot of the various viewpoints - stunning. 

In the evening we drive to “Blazin M Ranch” for a cowboy supper and show. Food was 
basic but pretty good and as usual all you could eat, although why anyone would want 
to go back for seconds amazes me.  

How do you tell an Enlishmen in a restaurant full of Americans? Answer they’re the 
ones using both knife and fork. 

The after dinner music and entertainment is pretty, pretty good. 

Todays useful piece of information – did you know that it has been scientifically proven 
that hand washing helps ease guilt over previous unethical deeds – MacBeth had it right 
– and erases the tendency to justify past decisions. Moral of this information is always 
wash your hands after a dasterdly deed and important decisions. 

This post was published to Tony &amp; Wendy's Travel Blog at 03:41:57 18/07/2010 

20100715 – Last Days In Sedona 
 

 



Thursday – this morning we have someone 
coming to view the house at 09:00, it’s spick and 
span and the coffee’s on but we’ve no bread 
baking - aromas of coffee and fresh baked bread 
increase chance of a sale. We’ll only be charging 
a small extra commission on top of the realtors if 
it’s a saleJ.  

Mind you if this place came with two greencards 
I’d be very tempted. But as one shopkeeper said 
“you don’t need to worry about greencards, 
nobody else seems to bother”. Perhaps we’ll 

inflate the illegal immigrant figures to 12,000,002.  

On the way to Sedona we visit one of the many viewpoints. I’m sure it must have been 
one of those vortex sites I’d been so dismissive of. As 
I walk by an empty car the horn beeps and the 
engine starts up – now that’s either magic or another 
optional extra feature on an already over featured 
vehicle, what ever will they think of next? 

Then it’s a real lazy day. Wendy wants to go shopping 
around Sedona fortunately I manage to escape to the 
Wildflower Bread Coffee shop for coffee and wifi, 
followed by lunch. It’s amazing around here, most 
supermarkets have free wifi, almost encourages us 
nerds to shop. All very civilised and perhaps just a taster of how joined up the world 
could soon be. 

For a real change in the afternoon we just sit and read – almost feel guilty. I’m reading 
a novel on Geronimo, based on oral history of the Apaches, we’re also watching the 
epic “Into The West” from Steven Spielberg. It’s facinating and if book and DVD are to 
be believed, it’s very distrubing to see how the Indian tribes were wiped out. They were 
turned from an independent race capable of living off the land into dependents on 
government handouts doled out in concentration camps on marginal land that settlers 
didn’t want  – must research this.  

Friday – bit overcast today. Off early to visit Dead Horse State Park. What a 
disappointment. Got totally lost and hardly saw any birds or wildlife. On the way back 
we visited the two Page Springs nature reserves and had lunch there. Saw and 
photographed some stunning birds. 

Now if anyone ever complains about British TV and all the many programmes they 
should flick through the US TV channels. Yes there’s repeats so fast that the adverts 



from the previous ones not finished, but just consider the following TV programmes; 
“Best Bra Ever” – not as scintillating as it sounds; “Painless Hair Removal”; “Prostrate 
Health”; and the crowning glory of “Brazillian Butt Lift” – he mind merely boggles. Bear 
in mind that each one of these somehow manages to last 30 minutes – coming soon to 
British TV. 

Now Sedona and Oak Village is a fantastic place but it does have one major 
shortcoming – no Taco Bell. Unusual for the US it even has roundabouts but survival 
rate is not that good as about 10% of Americans seem completely mystified by them 
and just keep on coming, or another 10% are in total awe and sit there dumbstruck. 
Perhaps they need to provide information leaflets on “How To Negotiate A Roundabout” 
as they do in VailJ. 

20100717 – Lake Powell 
 

 

Saturday – last day 
here in Sedona, we’ll 
be sorry to leave after 
two weeks which have 
just flown by. I’m up 
and out at 06:30 to go 
on a guided bird walk 
at 07:00. Make the 
most of it you don’t get 
many places with such stunning scenery and a 

fantastic collection of birds – boring birds in the UK are going to be banished from our 
bird table. On the way there I bump into a balloon just landing on the main highway – I 
always wondered where they came down. 

Then it’s a short drive up to Page, well at least I thought it was, but man in tourist 
office spoke with forked tongue. The 90 miles turns out to be 160 – just down the road 
for your average American. We drive up Oak Creek, it must be one of the most 
stunning drives you can imagine, followed by 120 mile across the nothingness North of 
Flagstaff. 



Finally arrive in 
Page to a great 
suite, complete 
with balcony 
overlooking 
Lake Powell all 
for £60 a night 
complete with 
breakfast. Note 
the water 
sprinklers in the 

picture of lake Powell – no hosepipe bans in this 
desert!  

Then to top it all, as a reward for good behavior, there’s a Taco Bell within walking 
distance of the hotel, but in keeping with American traditions we drive to it. 10 minutes 
to decide what to have, 5 minutes constantly repeating myself and pointing to items on 
the menu. It’s bloody easier to order a 7 course meal in French than this. Does she 
speak any English? By some miracle I get exactly what was ordered – this is junk fund 
heaven, stuff the French and their haut cuisine.  

Sunday – hot breakfast with pancakes, I pass on the revolting blue looking porridge, 
there’s being adventurous and then there’s just plain stupidity. We have a drive out to 
Antelope Canyon to see what the drill is, looks like it’s best to go on the organized tour 
in upper canyon. Then drive out to Antelope Point marina, not much there unless you 
have a boat to launch. We were going to drive out to rainbow arch but fortunately we 
discovered that you can only get to it from Lake Powell and it’s a 4 hour boat ride – not 
for us. 

Visit the excellent Glen Dam visitors centre and watch the video on how they built the 
dam. After that we drive down to the Waheep Marina. Very nice but hotel there is very 
expensive. It’s 102 F so we have our fresh fruit lunch under the shade of a tree, luxury. 
People down on the beach must be frying it’s so hot and the sun is so powerful. 

After lunch we drive back to the hotel for a quiet read in an air conditioned room and 
then lounge round the pool.  

Y 
Why are golfers over here so lazy? They used to say that golf spoils a good walk, but 
here it just spoils a good buggy ride. None of them walk, they all just drive from tee to 



tee in their electric carts and then take up this stance as if they’ve filled their pants and 
swing that club. Heaven forbid they should get any exercise. Perhaps they should all go 
out and buy a Wii, then they won’t even have to walk to and from the cart. 
20100719 – Zion 
 

 

Monday – up early to catch the 09:30 tour of 
Antelope Canyon. This is a stunning canyon that 
has been carved by water rushing through the 
sandstone over the ages. There are some 
stunning photo opportunities. Wendy stays at the 
hotel as she doesn’t fancy the closed in canyons. 
Good job really as the journey over the desert 
would have probably rattled her spine to 
driftwood. 

Then we drive over to Zion park along some 
beautiful scenic byways. We enter from the East and pay our 

$25 entrance fee (valid for a week and worth every cent) and drive through some 
stunning scenery, but this is just the appetizer, after driving through the tunnel we 
come out to the main course – unbelievable and breathtaking.   

Hotel is great as usual. Then we encounter “Sol Foods” supermarket – see below. 

Tuesday – up early to get into Zion Park before it gets 
too hot. But as is now becoming a tradition when 
visiting National Parks when we get off the free bus 
someone, who shall remain nameless, realizes they 
have left the park pass in their handbag – joy we get 
to ride the shuutele all morning. There’s no cars 
allowed in the park, instead they have free shuttle 
buses every 7 minutes – great. 

We start off with the Watchman trail, which is a 2 
hour moderate hike with stunning views from the top. Boy is it hot. Amazing how many 
Americans we seem to meet who hate Obama. It just seems to pop up in conversation 
when they talk with complete strangers. Do we look like a pair of red necks or true blue 
tories? Is there anyone out there who likes him? 

After that we have lunch followed by a riverside walk back to the info centre. The 
scenery is stunning as good as Yosemite but so different.  



In the evening we go on a ride with the Park Ranger 
who explains lots about the park and like lots of the 
parks over here it’s a free service. 

Meanwhile our various informative walks have helped 
us identify a plant that is great for producing a few 
hallucinations, just chew on it as the Indians used to, 
only don’t chew on too much of it as it’s poisonous. 

Don’t I just love the restaurants over here who 
helpfully point out all over their menus that an 18% tip is customary – peer pressure 
doesn’t seem to work with me – then when they produce the bill these kind people 
work out what an 18%, 20% or 22% tip is just in case you are arithmetically infirm. My 
tip is “don’t work for an employee who pays minimum wage and exploits you”. 

 

 

Y 
Why is greed so rampant? Now as anyone knows me they will know that supermarkets 
are not one of my fortes. But we’ve just had the misfortune to go into the “Sol Foods” 
supermarket in Springfield at Zion park, I’ll repeat that’s “Sol Foods”, and even I was 
appalled at the prices. Just sheer rampant greed and profiteering. I can understand 
10%, 20% even 50% markup because it’s in a remote area and they have a monopoly, 
but two to three times typical supermarket prices leaves me speechless.  

Do they still tar and feather people in this country? If so the board of “Sol Foods” would 
be well deserving candidates. So just remember “Sol Foods” greedy B..tards, avoid 
them if you know what’s good for your wallet. I’m that incensed by the sheer greed I’m 
tempted to get a can of spray paint and make sure everyone knows that “Sol Foods” 
are Greedy B..tards – for those of you wondering why I’m repeating Sol Foods so much 
it’s in the hope that the search engines will pick this up as a “Sol Foods” hit.  

I’m thinking of selling bottled water from the back of my car on the public car park 
outside “Sol Foods” for the next few days, it’ll probably pay for our holiday and 
hopefully p.ss them off big style. Meanwhile if anyone is looking for a great business 
opportunity get out to Springdale and open up a supermarket, only charge double and 
you’ll rake it in. 



20100721 – Cowboys and Cowgirls 
 

 

Wednesday – 
drive down to 
St George for 
an easy day 
exploring the 
city. Arrive just 
in time for the 
St George Live 

tour which is an 
enactment of the 

various Mormon settlers all dressed in period costume 
and talking about their life when they settled St George (1860’s). This was followed by 
a tour of Brigham Youngs house complete with a personal guide. All very informative 
and interesting, it took up the whole morning. Wendy even signed up for a free copy of 
the book of Mormon, which is delivered to our home for free. Is there a conversion in 
the offering? I think not but then again perhaps if she were to convert I could have 
multiple wives – god knows why anyone in their right mind would want more than 
oneJ. 

Then after lunch it’s a little retail therapy for Wendy and buy some ammunition from 
Walmart (can you imagine that in Asda) ready for the 
shooting range. Again we get chatting to a local at 
the gun store and within 2 minutes he’s bemoaning 
Obama as being the worse president ever. It seems 
that even to his followers he promised so much and 
delivered so little. 

We’re the only ones at the shooting range but Bob 
gives me personal shooting lesson with his 45 and his 
home made ammo. Wow, they have a real kick and it 
makes you realize what a joke all these movies are. 
My instructors given me some really good tips (just in case I ever get a gun in England) 
on shooting a hand gun, but his most memorable advice seems to be “if there’s an 
intruder in your home shoot to kill that way they can’t sue you!”. 

Thursday – continuing with our cowboy theme – we’re really into it – we went horse 
riding in the morning very entertaining. Of course as experienced riders – last time we 
did this was 40 years ago – we got landed with two dodders Bill and Betty, thankfully. 
Mind you they did give us each a “motivator”, for the horse that is, a euphemism for a 
whip – how politically correct can you get. Fortunately our two critters were sure footed 
enough as some of the drops down the side of the trail could best be described as 



significant. All very enjoyable, curiously a bit hard on the knees though and Wendy was 
complaining of a sore bum the next day. 

After lunch we did a period dressed ranger talk on life in Springdale followed by a ride 
up the canyon for some more photo shoots. The park is awesome and beautiful well 
worth the $25 and we’ve extended our stay from 4 nights to 6 as there’s so much to 
see and do. When you consider for $25 you get 7 days of free transport; excellent and 
informative talks every day; trails and advice; all this relatively un-spoilt beauty. 

20100723 – Emerald Pool Hike 
 

 

Friday – wifi’s down, how unusualL. Then to make 
matters worse I reinstall my Wireless network drivers 
just to make sure it’s not my laptop. Then it’s high 
priest of technology time trying to help the hotel 
diagnose the problem; re-installing drivers; TCP/IP 
binding; and of course the obvious one of repairing 
Kaspersky. Don’t ask why but eventually after 2 hours 
of my holiday time and a visit from a Wavecom geezer 
it’s all back to normal. Could it be that their Internet 
service can’t cope with sign up via a proxy server? 

Why does it have to be so dammed complicated and require a degree in computer 
science just to access the Internet. If cars were built like this we’d all need to have 
served a 3 year apprenticeship as a mechanic just to drive down to the shops. 

By way of a change Wendy wants to go round the shops so I escape down to the 
shooting range to avoid the merchandising 
opportunity. Unfortunately it’s a wasted journey as 
the clown who runs the place doesn’t have access to 
the gun safe. Still at least I avoid the shops. 

After lunch we set off into the park to do the 
Riverside walk up to the narrows, followed by 
Weeping Rock. More beautiful scenery but at 105F it’s 
hot enough to fry eggs. Never mind we’ve got plenty 
of water, thanks to Nat & Paul advice, we never go 
anywhere without plenty of water – of course back in 
the UK it’s not such a problem as the water just follows you wherever you are in the 
form of rain! 

Having our new pair of trusty binoculars (yes we’ve succumbed, Wendy saw a $99 pair 
on special for $30 – they’re ideal) to hand, looking like Bill Oddie on his way out of a 
sauna, we spot a wild Turkey and her chicks – awesome dudeJ. 



After that we 
walk up to 
Weeping 
Cavern which 
has ancient 
water dripping 
down out of the 
sandstone. Why 
ancient, well it’s 
taken 1,200 
years to percolate through the sandstone. It’s a 

wonder some enterprising geezer hasn’t started bottling it and selling it as vintage 
water! 

Saturday – up early to get out on a walk (sorry hike, English walk, Americans hike). 
However we get delayed as we phone home and speak to the kids - bless. 

Finally get to do the lower, middle and upper Emerald Pools walk. That’s Wendy in the 
picture in the upper Emerald pool, the one you’re not supposed to bath in. It’s very 
pleasant and beautiful but even at 10:00 it so hot. Obviously these walks have never 
had a Health and Safety assessment, mind you I do have a leaflet that advises not to 
go close to cliff edges. At least when we get to the top pool we can have a cooling 
paddle – no swimming allowed! Now so far we haven’t done Angels Landing, I wonder 
why? It’s a 2,500 feet climb with a spine to cross that’s only 34” wide with a drop of 
800ft on one side and 1,200ft on the other – if I have to choose I’d go for the 1,200 
and make the most of it.  

Then have a well-deserved rest at the Lodge, sat in our rocking chairs watching the 
World go by, it’s so relaxing and such beautiful scenery we could spend the whole day 
there people watching and rocking. The picture on the right is just a small part of the 
view from our rocking chairs. 

After lunch we set off for a drive up to the Kolob reservoir, the Western and more 
remote side of the park. At least the reservoir is at about 8,000 feet so it’s a lot cooler 
and greener up there. Our first experience of a UK style climate in 3 weeks and 
ironically we encounter our first serious rain of the trip.  

For about 2 hours there’s a thunder storm, complete with a stunning lightning display 
and of course being America even the rain drops have to be bigger than UK rain. 
Despite the rain it’s still very hot and it’s soon back to normal. 

 

 



Y  
Why have American kids lost their manners? When we first started coming to the US we 
noticed how well-mannered and respectful kids were to their elders. Now it seems to 
have all gone to pot, a classic example is on the shuttle bus half full of kids and yet not 
one of them gets up to offer a seat to older adults. Actually we blame the parents 
because not one parent gave their kids a thick ear and made them stand up. What’s 
gone wrong? 

 

 

20100725 – Sun, Hale, Lightning, Flash Flood and Mud Slide 
 

 

Sunday – yes we’ve had it all; patience, read on. After 
6 days we leave Zion, it’s been great there and we’d 
gladly come back. 

We drive out through the east exit along mud roads, 
but the scenery is spectacular. Head up scenic bye-
ways to Cedar Breaks. Yes it’s another National park 
with stunning Hoodoos – see pictures. Very pleasant 
nature walk along the rim. 

Then drive up to Brian Head ski resort, small and quaint. This is the only resort in Utah 
we’ve not skied, but I won’t be driving 4 hours from Park City 
in order to ski it next time. It’s just not that big a resort to 
justify such a long drive. 

Day started off with its usual blue sky but after lunch some 
clouds came in. Mind you the nice thing is it’s 8,000 to 10,000 
feet up here so although sunny it’s not too hot – mind you 
we’re probably so acclimatized that by the time we get home 
Wendy will probably want the thermostat up to 30CL.  

Check into a superb Comfort Suite in Cedar City for two nights 
– more about that later. 



Monday – up at 
the crack of 
dawn for an 
early breakfast 
and then a 90 
minute drive to 
Bryce Canyon, 
everyone raves 
about this place 
and I’ve so 
wanted to see it. Amazing though how towns like 

Cedar City consider themselves local / on the doorstep, even though it’s 80 miles away. 

The canyon and Hoodoos are stunning, never seen anything like it. We watch the usual 
and informative video and then drive all the way down the canyon stopping off at all 
the view points for photo shoots. It may only be 18 mile long but it’s 4 hours to 
complete. It’s sunny and warm all the way. I wish we had more time so that we could 
have a walk down into the canyon – however as it turns out it’s a good job we didn’t! 

On the way back Wendy spots a merchandising opportunity but is aghast at the rip off 
prices. We then drive back down through Red Rock Canyon. Well the heavens open up; 
never seen nor heard hale stones like it; Wendy thinks the car roof will be dinted; we 
have to shout to one another to be heard; drive at 2-3 mph; if I got some skis on I 
could ski down the road; anyone out there would suffer some serious pain, good job we 
didn’t do the walk. 

Then the lorry in front comes to a grinding halt and through the hale we can see why. 
The road is just blocked off with a mud slide. There is no way we’re going to get 
though that. To turn round I drive to the front of the lorry (he can’t get through either 
and is too big to turn around) – big mistake. Not only is it a mud slide but a raging flash 
flood is also crossing the road. Then it breaks out towards our car and I have to reverse 
quickly back as the flash flood swirls around me. We just get out of that and manage to 
quickly turn car around to go back up the road, meanwhile two more flash floods have 
breached the side of the road and are blocking our escape. We’re trapped in a gap of 
about 100 yards (100 Metres for those of you who have not had a civilized education) 
between two flash floods. Not looking good; at least there’s no mud and boulders yet; 
nothing for it but to go for it – which in this car means about a 10 minute warm up 
before it reaches a trot.  

Meanwhile what’s Wendy doing during this little interlude. Well apart from screaming at 
me to get out of there, she’s visioning the video footage of the flash floods at Frejus 
with cars rafting down the flash flood and thinking she’ll not be seeing the kids again. 
And to top it all she’s stopped videoing and taking photos – unbelievable! She’ll never 
make news camerawoman of the year. 



Oh yes as you’ve probably realized we survived.  

We drive back out of the canyon but I fear that some will still be stuck down there. 
We’ve two choices wait until they clear the road, could be hours as they won’t be able 
to do anything until the flash flood subsides or try and find a different route back to 
Cedar City. Unfortunately this area is not to gifted when it comes to quality roads but 
we decide to risk a 60 mile detour up some route described as “other road”. 

Two hours later we get back safe and sound but with no video footage or decent 
photosL.  

Bryce Canyon was stunning and well worth the hassle but I’m glad we didn’t try and 
spend a week there as it’s not got the range of walks (hikes), scenery and things to do 
that Zion had. Two days would have been great day 1 to drive it and day 2 to do some 
walks. 

 

 
Y  
Why is common sense in such short supply these days? Let’s consider our executive 
suite at the comfort Suites hotel in Cedar City. It’s a beautiful suite complete with settee 
(sofa / couch), desk and chair, fridge and microwave  - obviously it’s got free wifi or 
else I wouldn’t be there.  

It also has a large flat screen TV, but what is the point of it when you can’t see it from 
the sofa? Sure you can see it from the bed but I’m not yet that infirm. Now had they 
thought about this then they could move the unit housing the TV just 5 feet and you 
would be able to see it both from bed and sofa – it’s not quantum mechanics just a bit 
of user focus / testing and common sense. 

20100727 – Las Vegas / Sin City 
 

 



Tuesday – the sun has soon bleached away all traces of yesterday’s storms, although 
the car is a bit the worse for wear from the stones in yesterday’s flash flood waters that 
have scratched the sides.  

We drive down from Cedar City to Las Vegas so it’s 
Utah, Arizona and then Nevada. There’s some 
occasional stunning scenery but it’s mainly boring 
desert with a few Joshua Trees to break the 
monotony. 

Some giant bill boards in the desert offer me a 
stunning new career opportunity as a porn star, I think 
I’ll pass.  

We pass through yet another Indian Reservation. Those poor devils sure got the thin 
end of the dry and desolate hell holes when they were handing out reservation lands – 
not even a vulture would want to live there. 

We arrive in Sin City pretty early, our rooms not ready so I take Wendy down to 
Fashion Show Mall – you should see her eyes light up 
with delight at all the shops. Actually we’re going to 
the Apple Store as I’m treating Wendy to an Apple 
iPad. Yes I’ve finally flipped and starting a move 
towards the dark side. I’m Fed up with waiting for the 
HP Slate; which has now been rumored to have 
scrapped Windows Tablet; rumors about using 
Android; but it sounds as if they’re going to go for the 
Palm OS. That’s as proprietary as iPad and god knows 
when they’ll ever get around to delivering it. So iPad 
it is, if the interface is as good as the iPhone then it 
should be good and I know Wendy is just dying to try out a tablet PCJ. 

Judging by the number of people in the Apple store I think they must be giving iPads 
away for free, you certainly wouldn’t think we’re still in recession, although all the other 
stores still appear to be in the doldrums by comparison. 

Meanwhile our hotel is great. It’s the Desert Rose again, with plenty of birds to see in 
the gardens. 

Wednesday – we have a lazy day planned. Of course we manage a bit of retail therapy 
for Wendy but even though we’ve been to some hot zones we’d forget how hot this 
place is - best avoided. 



Meanwhile we 
observe the 
ultimate. Some 
lazy bimbo with 
more money 
than sense 
parks on a 
parking meter 
to save a 25 
yard walk from 
the free car park – unbelievable – no wonder 

there is an obesity problem, heaven forbid she should use her legs. 

Amazing what a little Britain this place is. We’ve hardly encountered any Brits on our 
travels but as soon as we get back to Las Vegas they’re everywhere. 

Interesting how many Americans you meet - of course it’s not difficult to get chatting – 
who come out with the phrase “well thank you for visiting us”J, usually followed by 
“we need the money”. 

Unbelievable that the fruit and veg counters in some supermarket have artificial rain, to 
keep the veg fresh, along with simulated thunder and lightning. Then we have yet 
another “only in America” encounter – see picture to the left. What is? Well in case you 
can’t make it out or guess, it’s a Hurricane simulation booth of course – only $2 a go. 
Perhaps next they’ll do a flash flood simulator!  

Get everything packed and then in the evening we journey down to Treasure Island for 
a buffet and to see Cirque du Soleil – Mystere. What a journey it is. We try the Mono 
Rail, more cost than it’s worth. Just too hot to walk and then to top it all when we go to 
collect our tickets the computer is down – what a shock! Of course they have a backup 
system – well perhaps not – so we’re kept hanging around in a queue for 30 before I 
manage to initiate some much needed manage intervention followed by the obligatory 
complaint. 

After many years meaning to go we get to see a Cirque de Soleil. It must have been 
good, I stayed awake throughout. 

Thursday - so it’s good bye Las Vegas – thank god – although we are sad to be leaving 
the rest of the US. 

It seems that the airline have dreamed up yet another means of making airports a 
misery. Our suit case is overweight but our total baggage is well under the allowance. 
So we either pay a $50 baggage fee or take some items out of our suitcase and put it in 
the underweight backpack. Remove 1 book and a pair of sandals. How bloody pathetic 



can you get, it’s about time some airline execs were lined up against my wall. AVOID 
US AIRWAYS GREEDY PATHETIC AIRLINE. 

Then by way of entertainment in the terminal I have the pleasure of a rather well-
endowed young lady sat opposite me with boobs trying to escape, short skirt and legs 
open – does she not realize I’ve only just had my breakfast! 

You know it’s not flying that’s the hassle it’s the airports, once you’re on the plane it’s 
usually pretty comfortable. 

 
Y 
Why does the packaging industry seem to think their role is to deny everyone access to 
the goods they’ve just purchased? See through plastic containers that cut you to shreds 
if you attempt to open them; bags that need a pair of garden sheers to open them 
rather than a simple tear point; labels that won’t come off unless sanded off or nitric 
acid applied. Thank god they don’t design cars, you’d need an oxy-acetylene torch just 
to drive down to the shops. 

Let’s all rebel and insist on the supermarkets opening them for us and taking away the 
rubbish.  

20100730 – South West Retrospect 
 

 



Friday – as we’ve 16 hours travelling and enough battery life in the netbook I thought 
we’d review the key points of our trip 
ready for our next trip: 

• House swapping is absolutely 
great and should be used wherever 
possible. Thanks to Nat and Paul for a 
great house swap. 
• The South West is an awesome 
area with lots more areas to see and 
do, although probably best to avoid the 
high summer months. 
• If we must do the summer 

months then aim for the mountains as the temperatures are more tolerable. 
• 1 month is great but probably better to try 2, minimizes flying and spreads the 

flight cost. We could have easily stayed and enjoyed a month in our Sedona 
house swap. 

• Airports continue to be a nightmare and are getting worse.  
• If no house swap try and use condos rather than hotels – check out local papers 

for good deals. 
• Zion Park was well worth a week’s stay. 
• National parks are great. If visiting several consider an annual pass to them all 

for $80 rather than $25 each park for a week. 
• In the parks check on “all” activities available. They’re usually free, very 

interesting and entertaining. 
• Try and find areas like Zion Park, Sedona where there is plenty to do without 

travelling far and stay for a minimum of a week rather than moving on every 2 – 
4 days. A good indication is plenty of National Parks / Monuments or State Parks 
in the area. 

• All the amazing birds introduced us to bird watching; it’s fascinating and 
somewhat frustrating that they just don’t stay still long enough. 

• We managed to spot 47 different birds. 
• Regrettably we didn’t get to spot the Great Roadrunner.  
• Take binoculars with you. 
• Avoid Las Vegas. If we must fly through there then just stay the absolute 

minimum. 
• Bryce Canyon was worth seeing but not a place to stay for more than 2 days. 
• Beware flash floods and mud slides. 
• Cheapest small car is more than adequate as long as it has air con. Avoid open 

tops as it’s just too hot. 
• Beware that in some hotels wifi access is not allowed via a proxy server, 

especially if not on port 80. 
• Don’t bring a coat in summer. 
• Don’t shop at “Sol Foods” in Zion. 



• ALWAYS carry some water with you. 
• AM/PM are cheapest for petrol by far. 

To paraphrase one of the all action heroes – “We’ll be back”. 

 

 

 


